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The James Ahern Backgammon cup
Saturday 30th September
This year Backgammon in Ealing is hosting a special tournament with the idea to give something back to
the players - a non-elimination, Swiss style tournament guaranteeing 5 * 7 point matches, £1000 in
prizes and a great day of backgammon for everyone.
The Swiss format is different from the Knockout format. In this Swiss tournament, everybody will play 5
matches against 5 different opponents. At the end of the tournament, there will be one winner with a
record of 5 wins and 0 losses (£300 prize), and there will be 5 players with a record of 4 wins and 1 loss
(£80 prize).
Then there is the added part. Players with at least two losses will play all their remaining matches with a
randomly assigned cash prize.
23 identical envelopes will contain a total of £300. Some with £5, some with £10, £20 and even £50! The
winner of each dead rubber match will choose an envelope when they report their win.
This tournament is designed to give the most games and the most chance to win to the most people but it is strictly limited to 32 players. To enter please contact Darren Woodcock at
dwoodcock@tallyhoevents.co.uk
Doors open at 10:30 am on Saturday, September 30th. With Round 1 starting at 11am.
Full bar and food available

Entry:
£25 Entry + £5 registration
Optional £50 side pool (winner takes all)

Guaranteed:
£1000 with £200 added
5 * 7 point matches to play for everyone

Structure:
5 round Swiss tournament
7 point matches

Payouts:
FIRST (5 wins, 0 losses) - £300
SECOND - SIXTH (4 wins, 1 loss) - £80

Dead Rubbers (23) - payouts randomly spread
1 * booby prize
10 * £5
5 * £10
5 * £20
2 * £50

Timetable:
10:30 - Doors Open, side pool registration
11:00 - Round 1
12:30 - Round 2
14:00 - Round 3
Lunch (15:30 - 16:30)
16:30 - Round 4
18:00 - Round 5
Play ends 19:30

Don't forget to buy your raffle tickets!!!
One Foot in the Gammon
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Player Profile: DARREN WOODCOCK
Who introduced you to BG? My Mother when I was about 10 years
old. She heard that Omar Sharif played BG and wanted me to play
him one day so she would get the chance to sleep with him!
What was the first BG club you played at? There can be only one!
What was your worst BG experience? There are several and they
all relate to bad losers (why bother playing guys?)
What is your favourite book? The Forgotten Soldier by Guy Sajer
What is your favourite BG tournament ? The UK Open. The event
organiser is always brilliant.
Unfortunately we were unable to find a
current photo of Darren, but this is a photo of
him in a previous life.

What's your biggest weakness? My right knee and my bad back!
At which shop are you most likely to max out your credit card?
Debenhams John Rocha department.

Which player do you enjoy playing most, and why? Either Ben Owen or Geoff Oliver. Ben because
when he throws his dice and is not sure of the correct move, I tend to rub the point with he should
move to with my finger and pretending there is some fluff on the board. Ben just creases up with
laughter, and Geoff because when he loses he does so with such good grace and is just an easy going
guy and makes the game fun, something many players have forgotten.
Favourite holiday destination and why? The BGIE committee tell me that as an invaluable member of
the committee I am not allowed holidays but they have invested in a paddling pool and a deckchair for
me in my back garden.
What is your pet hate? Hearing the word "lucky".
Which cartoon character turns you on? Minnie Mouse used to do it for me until she had hundreds of
kids, so I would say Velma from Scooby Doo. Yes Daphne was the glamorous one but Velma always has
that glint in her eye but perhaps that was her glassesl!
If your life was a movie, what would the title be, and which actress would play the love interest? The
title would be "The secret life of Walter Mitty" and the love interests would be Debbie Harry, Deirdre
from my local Nat West and the woman in the old shake & vac advert.
List three things still on your bucket list? Debbie Harry, Deirdre from my local Nat West and the
woman in the old shake & vac advert.
What do you do outside BG? Oh, nobody told me there was a life outside BG, but if I do get away I like
to fly a Spitfire our from Biggin Hill.
One Foot in the Gammon
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THE 1ST WINCHESTER OPEN
BACKGAMMON
Join us for an exciting weekend playing the oldest
board game in the world

23rd-24th September 2017
For details including format and entry information
visit

http://winchesteropen.juliahayward.com

www.ukbgf.com
Part of the UKBGF tour

One Foot in the Gammon
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A moment to reflect...
by Valerie Hayes
I'm sitting at Bristol Airport with time to kill. I got here a few hours too early for my flight, and I'm
watching the holidaymakers busying themselves in this cocooned environment. So much to consider,
security, boarding pass, ID, the departure time and your flight number, not to mention the other
thousand passengers, airport staff and cabin crew. We are all trapped in this secured bubble, and once
welcomed in, there's no way out, other than flying out on an aeroplane, heading somewhere exotic.
All I'm thinking is, where can I get WiFi to play Backgammon Ace? The whirring cog on my iPad will not
let me play the 10 minute game, and I keep losing valuable chips.
I've just read in an email that some of my regular opponents at BGIE have been winning big at the
World Championships in Monte Carlo, and my pride switches on my imagination, picturing a day in
the future when it'll be my name up in lights "World Champion". The joy it feels to win a match or two
at the club, moving on to win a tournament. The elation of just winning, and all for the love of
money.....no, (Freudian slip), of Backgammon. Can't quite get the sensation of what it will feel like
winning a pot of money, let alone the Title. I'll add this notion to my bucket list.
Our editor this week asked, amongst a dozen nosey questions, in a Players Profile questionnaire What do you do outside BG? What a great question, and one I'm certain he asks himself a hundred
times a day. I couldn't answer it! Of all the questions, I sat for ages wondering what to write,
wondering what part of me to talk of outside of Backgammon. It's not like I'm a regular to the club,
nor am I a good a player, but I don't half spend most of my time thinking about it. Look I'm here at
the airport, about to fly off into a different part of the world, and all I want to do is play online BG, and
because the internet is too slow I've been deprived. So instead I'm now writing about it to kill time,
and the most interesting thing about that, is it's for OFITG, a Backgammon newsletter, and I'm hoping
you will be reading it because of its superb writing, and not because it's about Backgammon.
I think some will call this dedication to my chosen sport, I'd call it an addiction. I've been addicted to
nicotine, that was over 20 years ago, a slave to those pesky paper sticks. I've also had a bout of
workaholism, again a slave to the buzz of the work that I do. Have I become a slave to this world too?
Have I been caught by the bug? Hit by the virus? taken by the sickness? I'd say we all are one extreme
to another, is it a bad thing?

What do you do outside BG?

One Foot in the Gammon
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The Odds and Socks Mish Mash page

Sweet Potatoes Fries - created by Ben Owen
Serves 4

6 Sweet Potatoes cut into 1/4 inch long slices and then cut in the middle.
In a bowl, toss the spuds in just enough oil to coat with paprika, garlic and some
herbs (dried or fresh). Put the spuds on greaseproof paper spaced apart in a
190c oven for approximately 20min turning occasionally until they are tender
and golden brown. Whilst cooking, open XG and pour yourself an ice cold beer.
Stand for 5 to 10 minutes before serving. Remember to share!
Disclaimer. OFITG accept no responsibility for anyone foolish enough to try this
recipe for Sweet Potato Chips. Mr Owen has a cast iron stomach and I am in no
doubt that the chips would still be raw after only 20 minutes in the oven..also I
am not sure why you have to stand for 5 to 10 minutes before serving as I
always thought you had to kneel before praying?

A bad joke to take your mind off of Bens chips...
I saw my doctor today about the extreme anger I feel towards my feet. He said I
was Lactose intolerant

One Foot in the Gammon
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Letters Page
Dear God
Re: model number 23/10/1960 D Woodcock
Firstly, I would like to thank you for the feat of engineering that is the human body. However, I am
having a bit of a problem understanding the new male add-on's/changes so perhaps you can enlighten
me.
Bunions. I have tried to twist and turn my bunion to see what it does but this only causes discomfort. I
then got a friend to stand on it to see if it was some sort of pump but this caused a deep throated
scream from my voice box so perhaps it is some sort of communication device? Alternatively, perhaps
the pain of said bunion is to make the person wear sandals to remind you of your son?
Bald patch. I can think of only two reasons for a bald patch. In your all-seeing way Lord perhaps you
realised that the pension situation for OAP's in this country would be critical this century and by creating
a bald patch you were saving them the price of a haircut? Then it dawned on me, you have created a
solar panel!! This will help keep the aged bodies at the right temperature in the summer, and in the
winter when we burn those unwanted utility bills in the fireplace. we can let the heat bounce off our
shiny heads and heat the dimly lit room, thus keeping us alive through another cold winter. Ingenious
Lord!
Elongated testicles. I thought you had made a real mistake on this one Lord. Mine have a habit of
slipping outside my pants leg at unwanted moments, namely when I sit down and crush them, causing
me to spring out of my chair faster than Michel Platini chasing Sepp Blatter who's holding a brown
envelope full of cash!
A friend suggested securing them to the navel but to be quite honest after walking around for a week
with 2 medium sized oranges tied to them made them ache like buggery, although it did take my mind
off my bunion. However, for all the good it did I might as well have taped them to my belly button.
Finally, quite by accident I found out the reason for my stretched nuts: temperature control! As most of
you older men know, when you step in the bath your feet now take several minutes to realise that the
bath water is too hot, not so your nut sack! As you start to bend the first thing to hit the water is your
two "Clackers" (for you younger ones please look up Clackers, 1970's toy) and your clackers are the last
thing in your ageing body to lose their senses. They will send the following message to your brain " get
the f*ck out the water, you are on fire!". For those of us on the cusp of dementia you might get the
following message back "but the feet are saying the water is fine?" If so, respond in the following "Your
feet don't work, god sent you a bunion control unit but it was made in China and you seem to have
broken it. I told you not to stamp on it but you never bloody listen to me do you, now please get my
danglies out of this bath as even the eyes are messaging you in tears"
So in closing Lord, I thank you most humbly for my gifts. I would like to speak to you at a later date
about Piles as I am sure they must be the children of my clackers, but that's for another time.
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Ealing Tournament Winners
Bowls Club
6 July

T1: Mike Ireland
T2: Graham Smith & Petar Vidovic

13 July

T1: Mike Ireland
T2: Alan Beckerson

20 July

T1: Peter Bennet
T2: Valerie Hayes & Mike Ireland

27 July

T1: Lawrence Powell
T2: Mike Michaels
T3: Michael Hewson

3 August

T1: Chris Hamilton & Len Brown
T2: Darren Woodcock

The Grange
3 July

T1: Catalin Bucur
T2: Ben Owen
T3: Anna Price
T4: Geoff Oliver
T5: Bill Pope

7 August

T1: Mike Murton
T2: Barbaros Torun
T3: Peter Wisniewski
T4: Tariq Siddiqi
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Ealing Ladder

Movers and Shakers

The backgammon community of Ealing are falling prey to attacking strength of the top 10
backgammon players.
Out here, on the endless green lawn of the bowls club, there is no cover for an ambush.
It'll have to be a straight chase for the title.
Many have had failed attempts, and each failure drives the pack closer to starvation.
These are desperate times.
Lawrence Powell, an almost a world champion leads the chase.
Geoff and Mardi race to cut off possible escape routes.
But cunning Mike Ireland has seen the target first, his approach is fast, one or two more quick steps
and he will be the there.
Who will stay hungriest longest?

One Foot in the Gammon
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You are the Best ! We need you
On the 3rd Monday of the every month BGIE run a
club for potential new players. It's here where we
sort the wheat from the chaff. New faces, new blood.
We have three types who come,
1. Total beginners, if you have a burgeoning teacher within
then you can teach the basics.
2. Players who can play but have no experience of the
international rules or need reminding, brushing up their skills,
so they are ready to join our Thursday night club.
3. Good to intermediate players who need the encouragement
to get their money out and have the confidence to play a
tournament.
We have only the best at our club so
we only want the best to teach new
players.
If you'd like to be part of this and our
mission - to grow this great game, then
please to speak to one of us at BGIE

Beginners' Club
7.00 - 10.00pm

One Foot in the Gammon
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Classified Ads
The Castlebar
84 Uxbridge Rd, Ealing,
W13 8RA
Tel: 020 8567 3819
A Backgammon friendly bar serving
great food and drinks, and superbly
run by Abel and his team.
"This is a regular haunt of mine as it's
always very welcoming. If you get a
chance try the Full English breakfast,
then drink beer until lunchtime and
enjoy the fabulous homemade
burgers!" Editor

Parade Fruiterers 7 St John's Parade, Mattock Lane W13 9LL
Family run greengrocers trading in Mattock lane for over 50 years. Sourced and hand-picked
daily to supply the residents of Ealing with the best fruit and veg available at very
reasonable prices.
If any BG players would like their fruit/veg delivered to the Bowls club on a Thursday evening then
please contact me on the details below. Editor
One Foot in the Gammon
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Learn to paint beautiful watercolours
with professional artist Jessica Rose
Classes take place at Jessica's home and
studio in Hanwell, West London
For prices and dates:
Visit: jessicaroseartist.co.uk
Email: jessicaroseartist@gmail.com
Tel: 07790 995040

jessicaroseartist.co.uk
One Foot in the Gammon
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